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Abstract

Turbine engine diagnostics (TED) is a diagnostic expert system that aids the M1 Abrams' mechanic in finding and fixing problems in the AGT 1500 turbine engine. TED was designed to provide the apprentice mechanic the ability to diagnose and repair the turbine engine like an expert mechanic. This report discusses the reasoning method used in TED, called the procedural reasoning system (PRS), as well as various design considerations throughout the life of the project. The expert system was designed and built by the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) and the U.S. Army Ordnance Center and School (USAOC & S). TED has been fielded to both the Active Army and the National Guard.
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1. Introduction

Expert systems development has become the most successful application area of artificial intelligence (AI). Numerous systems have been developed and applied in areas ranging from law to forestry to robotics [1–3]. Many new tools and techniques have been developed that add to the increased interest and success of these expert systems. As an example of these tools and techniques being fostered in the area of expert systems, this report will focus on turbine engine diagnostics (TED), a diagnostic expert system to aid the M1 Abrams’ mechanic in finding and fixing problems in the AGT-1500 turbine engine. TED was designed and built by the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) and the U.S. Army Ordnance Center and School (USAOC&S). Limited fielding was begun in July 1994 to selected National Guard units, and it is currently being fielded to active units of the U.S. Army. TED was designed to provide the apprentice mechanic the ability to diagnose and repair the turbine engine like an expert mechanic.

TED focused on the maintenance of the AGT-1500 engine due to the overwhelming repair costs of this engine to the Army. The M1 Abrams tank is the Army’s main weapon system, with over 7,500 tanks fielded to active and reserve units. The repair costs were noted in a study that concluded, “the maintenance costs of the AGT-1500 engine represents the largest portion of the Army AGT-1500 operation and support (O&S) costs” [4]. Another study determined that in 1 yr, out of a group of 360 engines evacuated to depot, 39% of them were reported as no evidence of failure (NEOF). The NEOF condition means that an engine was pulled from the tank and sent back to the depot for repair, but the depot determined there was nothing wrong with the engine. The unnecessary cost related to NEOF conditions was estimated at $18.2 million annually [5]. The development and fielding of the TED program represents the Army’s first successful fielded maintenance system in the area of AI. There are several reasons associated with the success of the TED program: appropriate domain with proper scope, a close relationship with the expert, extensive user involvement, plus others that will be discussed later in this report.
2. Reasoning in TED

The main diagnostic software in TED is a Windows-based expert system shell called Visual Expert (formerly Adept) from SoftSell Technology Inc. Visual Expert is based on a reasoning paradigm called procedural reasoning system (PRS) [6, 7]. PRS is a visual method of encoding reasoning strategies used by expert problem solvers. The knowledge is represented graphically with semantics suited to the procedural, goal-oriented style of problem solving. PRS is best suited for problems that are both procedural and goal oriented. A procedural approach uses an ordered step-by-step prescription to obtain a desired result, possibly including alternate paths in case of failure. Such an approach is also goal oriented if some steps are goals to be achieved rather than specific actions to be performed [8].

PRS is endowed with the attitudes of belief, desire, and intention (see Figure 1). The generalized system is composed of a system database, a set of procedures or plans, an interpreter or inference engine, and a process stack. The database contains the current beliefs of the system. These beliefs could be static properties of the domain or beliefs derived by the system itself as it executes its plans. The plans are descriptions of how to accomplish given goals or to react to certain situations and are represented by declarative procedure specifications. The body of these procedures is represented as a graphical network with sequences of subgoals to be achieved as well as primitive actions to be accomplished. The interpreter runs the entire system, executing active goals and deciding what course of action to take based on the beliefs the system has at a point in time.

Visual Expert was chosen as the primary tool for development due to TED's need for rapid prototyping, a failed first attempt using a rule-based reasoning system, and the fact that Army technical manuals (TMs) closely follow the paradigm of the PRS. Visual Expert uses the concept of visual application creation where development takes place through the manipulation of graphical objects on the screen. This provides an environment that is well suited for rapid prototyping. A program built with Visual Expert is composed of procedures within which there are nodes that are connected via true, false, or unknown arcs. Only one procedure is viewable in its entirety at one
time, however, all procedures in the program are viewable by name. This keeps the program environment uncluttered and organized for the programmer. The visual environment was so effective that the subject matter experts (SMEs) assigned to the TED program quickly learned to read the code and some began writing their own code or modifying code written by the knowledge engineers. Visual Expert also provides a debugging environment that further aids the rapid prototype development by shortening the find, fix, and verify time for software problems. Design flaws and/or faulty logic is also much easier to find using a visual-based development tool like Visual Expert.

Visual Expert consists of a system database, a display and procedure builder, scripting for application development, an interpreter or inference engine, and a debugger. The display builder is the mechanism by which information is presented to or received from the user. It contains all of the commonly used Microsoft Windows object building tools, such as buttons, text boxes, etc. The procedure builder provides the developer the ability to graphically represent a process for solving a problem or performing a task and is the backbone of Visual Expert applications (see Figure 2).
"Procedures consist of a series of nodes, each containing a set of incoming and outgoing arc handles. Nodes are connected by arcs showing the sequence of the steps. Information is fired from one node to another through these arcs based on the state of the world. The number and arrangement of the arc handles are determined by the node's type" [9].

There are five different node types used to represent steps in a procedure: start, work, case, end, and custom. Work nodes represent the logical flow in a true/false/unknown relationship. Nodes also have several styles: calculation, goal, display, and result. A calculation node performs a mathematical operation, calls a function, or compares variables. A goal node links to another procedure that can solve a problem and return an answer. A result node triggers another procedure, depending on the result of an operation. The display node provides the capability of developing the user interface for a program using the full suite of Microsoft Windows controls. Default displays are provided along with tools to customize displays with text, colors, graphics, shapes, buttons, list boxes, etc. Scripting provides the capability of developing nodes that behave in a way that is
particular to a specific application. A script is a collection of statements that define the behavior of a custom node. They can be as simple as a one-line statement that assigns a value to a variable to as complex as containing instructions that perform operations under different conditions.

3. Developmental Issues

The development of any large-scale computer system requires extensive amounts of time and resources. Expert systems are no exception. Careful consideration must be given to a myriad of issues. The following section outlines the critical issues that were part of the TED development process.

The principal reasons for developing an expert system are to disseminate rare or costly expertise and to more effectively and efficiently use the human expert [10]. The selection of an appropriate domain with proper scope is critical to its success. The domain selected should be one that encompasses a problem that is “worthy” of the effort. The specificity within the domain defines the scope of the project. For the TED program, Abrams tank maintenance was quickly identified as the proper domain with special focus on the engine and transmission.

By 1991, several factors were contributing to the selection of tank maintenance as an appropriate domain. In addition to rising maintenance costs, the Army had developed a new funding directive called stock funding of depot level repairables (SFDLR). Essentially, this directive puts the burden of maintenance costs onto the company commander rather than deferring it up the chain, in the hope that overall maintenance costs will be reduced. Finally, the Army had also developed a new maintenance doctrine in order to maintain a high operational readiness status. Under the new doctrine, when an engine fails, it is pulled from the tank and sent to Direct Support (DS). The tank hull remains at the unit, a new engine is sent forward, and the tank is quickly returned to full operational status.
The TED software engineers quickly established some important guidelines that remain in effect today.

3.1 Establish and Maintain Communication. Software engineers and SMEs do not generally speak the same language. Software engineers talk of frames and objects. The SMEs for the TED program are M1 tank mechanics. M1 tank mechanics talk of inlet guide vane (IGV) angles and of rotational variable differential transformers (RVDTs). Each needs to learn some of the other’s language, but the main effort is on the software engineer to learn the language of the mechanic.

The best way to learn what the user does is to observe the user in his environment. The TED team attended and videotaped classes for M1 mechanics. This produced three important benefits. First, it quickly immersed the software engineers into the language of the mechanic. The IGV is located in front of the engine, and the angle determines how much air gets through to the turbine blades. Second, it gave an accurate picture of how a mechanic performs his job and how software might improve that job. The TED team noticed during that first session that the original scope of work was too narrow. There was a whole suite of software that could help the mechanic better perform his job. Third, it established a bond between the software engineer and the soldier. Soldiers could sense that the team was serious and that soldier’s needs would be given serious attention. They were thus eager to cooperate.

When the aim is to produce software that not only works as planned but also gets used by the mechanic, then user participation in the development process is critical. The TED team heard many stories from soldiers about equipment that never gets used and equipment that is difficult to use for which a small change would have made the item soldier friendly. The TED SMEs were assigned full time to the project.

New technology is often met with resistance when it is thrown at an unaware and/or ill-prepared user. Rarely can a user, at the start of a project, envision how technology can improve his job. A system based on initial user expectations will at best be shallow and may even be useless. The software engineer and the SME are each constantly learning about the other. The software engineer
is continually learning about the needs and duties of the mechanic, and the mechanic is learning about the potential impact of new software on his future.

3.2 Rapid Prototyping. A prototype is essential for two-way communication. It allows the user to see and touch what the software engineer envisions for the user. It gives the user the earliest opportunity to comment on his system, and it gives him some clue as to the potential of the project. The user does not always know what technology is available, and the hands-on experience of the prototype is often the best way to educate the user. A prototype serves as a common reference point. Without a prototype, it is difficult to obtain useful feedback. It also shows how well the software engineer understands the user’s needs.

3.3 Spiral Model. Boehm’s spiral model [11] shown in Figure 3 incorporates an incremental development schema. Successive prototypes are produced that expand upon user requirements. In addition, the software engineer is able to break down complex tasks into smaller components. As each component is developed, it is evaluated against user requirements. The user requirements are reevaluated as each successive module is developed. Consequently, the user is an integral part of the development team. His input is essential. There are two reasons behind selecting the spiral method for the TED program: rapid changes in PC hardware and software and the need to keep the user in the loop. In 1991, it was obvious that hardware and software for the PC would continue to improve and become more affordable. Computer memory continues to expand and deflate in price. Hard drives continue to get bigger and cheaper. Screen resolution expands and video cards improve. The price of a Pentium system today rivals the price of a 386 system in 1991.

Software follows the same pattern outlined for hardware. Every year, software improves, new products are announced, and existing products offer upgrades at an astounding pace and price. Goals that were impossible or difficult in the past may now be relatively easy tasks. The TED team continues to meet formally once a month to decide on the direction and scope of the project. Unsatisfied goals are reevaluated, and some may be dropped from the list, while new goals may be added.
4. TED Software Overview

4.1 Design Goals. At about 6 mo into the project, the SMEs had established several design goals. These goals were based primarily on each SME's extensive experience as an M1 mechanic and as an M1 instructor for engine maintenance classes. The SMEs had much previous experience with soldier mechanics—their likes and their dislikes. The following lists the main design goals for the TED software. The software should be:

- accurate,
- easy to use,
- flexible,
• task oriented, and it should

• support multiple levels of expertise.

First, the software should be accurate. It need not be perfect, but it should be significantly better at diagnosing faults than the system it is replacing. Otherwise, it will lose soldier respect and it will not be used. Second, it must be easy to use, for otherwise, it will sit on the shelf. Mechanics have favorite stories of diagnostic equipment that does nothing but take up lots of storage space. Third, it must be flexible enough to support a variety of diagnostic styles. For example, some mechanics are thorough and methodical, and a structured step-by-step approach is best for them. A few have a sixth sense and know what is wrong with an engine. They have only limited need for the information in TED and will only use it as an occasional reference. Other soldiers have a mixture of styles. They may know a lot about some parts of the engine but need guidance on other areas.

The fourth goal is that TED be task oriented and structured in a way that is natural for the soldier. The current TMs have a structure that is difficult to use and to follow. For example, consider a typical task to determine whether excessive metal chips are present. To perform this check, the user must first find the right TM. It's in TM-34. Once in the right TM, the job is to find the right page. Symptom 2, Metal Chips, begins on page 3–20. The tasks for Symptom 2, Metal Chips Found, refer to tasks in TM 20-1 and in TM 34-1. However, little information is given as to which page in TM 20-1 or TM 34-1 to turn to. Experts can navigate the TMs, but others find the structure confusing.

The last goal recognizes that mechanics come with different skill levels. Experts need little or no help from TED. Beginners need extensive step-by-step instructions. A system aimed at just one level of expertise would bore the expert or baffle the beginner.

4.2 Software Selection. The Army had already chosen the hardware for TED, the Contact Test Set III (a ruggedized 486 PC), which is capable of running Unix, DOS, or Windows. It was clear from the beginning that the project would involve a variety of tasks, each needing a specialized
software package. It was also clear that no package could run in isolation. Programs would need to exchange information with others. Windows was chosen as the operating system because of its capabilities and its perceived growth potential.

For any software choice, the key is to choose a package that first meets the user’s needs, and then, if possible, the programmer’s. One choice the programmer must often make is whether to choose commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) packages or whether it is better to write the code himself.

Today COTS packages offer many advantages over code produced in-house. They also have some disadvantages. The benefits include:

- Cost is reduced by spreading among many.
- External support is available from the developer.
- Code is already written, saving time.
- Technology proliferation offers many selections.

The disadvantages may include:

- The program may not fit the problem.
- Program success is tied to the survivability of the COTS developer.
- Initial code may work but upgrades may not.
- Run-time fees may be high.
The TED team prefers to use COTS software when available and suitable. Whenever such software is not available or suitable, the choice is either to wait until a new product is released or a product upgrade provides the needed functionality, or write the code in-house. For example, the current hypertext package was not chosen until the fall of 1993, and the database was not selected until the fall of 1994. These code decisions are subject to change at each monthly meeting. As the team gathers experience with a package or code, the decision might be to continue as before, to switch from in-house to COTS (or vice versa), or to switch COTS vendors.

4.3 Soldier Interface. Users communicate with TED primarily through the mouse, and sometimes through keyboard input. At the top level, TED is menu driven (see Figure 4). At this level, the soldier can choose which module to run. Inside a module, TED can be either soldier driven or data driven. Soldier driven means that TED is in browse mode. This is the equivalent of opening the TM to any section and reading the pages. Browse mode is useful for experts who need little supervision and only occasional help from the TMs.

In data-driven mode, TED first reads its knowledge base (a database of faults previously identified) to determine engine history and then leads the mechanic through a series of tasks to perform and/or questions to answer. All pertinent information is linked so the user is automatically lead through different sections of the TMs, if necessary. The user can hop out of this mode at any time and jump into browse mode.

5. TED’s Future Direction

As indicated earlier, TED is currently fielded in both the Active Army and the National Guard. It is the Army’s first successful large-scale application of Expert System technology. Future efforts are concentrated on embedding TED into the tank itself and expanding the scope of diagnostics to other areas of the M1 tank.
Figure 4. Sample TED Menu.

The rapid expansion of WEB services also provides an opportunity to create a dynamic diagnostic tool such as TED. A WEB page was designed by the TED team (http://rptsl.arl.mil/ted.html) to act as a reference source and help desk. Current TED information can be found at this WEB site. Every day, new techniques are developed, which allow the WEB participant to accomplish so much more through this dynamic environment.

As WEB services improve, on-line diagnostics will become possible. This will provide the mechanic with up-to-date diagnostic capabilities and provide a greater dynamic database to extract/record information that is currently spread by word of mouth or through manual updates. A WEB diagnostic tool for TED is already being researched, and a prototype will likely be developed within the next few years. This will, in turn, pay off through more efficient diagnostics and smarter mechanics from all world locations in contact with each other through the WEB.
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